WORK-LIVE LOFTS AVAILABLE FOR RENT

Nothing says “Welcome” to the creative community like a good loft scene. Our lofts feature several unique features not found in apartment living. If you are an emerging local artist, educators or students looking for a stimulating environment or anyone just simply sick of stucco apartments, check out our lofts!

Jeved Management offers a variety of lofts of different styles and in different areas. All properties are located in the Arts Districts of

**Downtown Pomona**
**Downtown Claremont**
**and Downtown Ontario**

For more information on property availability please visit [www.jevedlistings.com](http://www.jevedlistings.com) or contact us at lmonroy@jeved.com
909-623-0535 x109
909-437-6962

or also follow us on [Facebook](https://www.facebook.com/jevedlisting)